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Unravelling the nature of citric acid:
L-arginine:water mixtures: the bifunctional
role of water†
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The use of water as a component of deep eutectic systems (DES) has raised some questions regarding

its influence on the nature of the mixture. Does it form a DES or an aqueous solution and what is the

role of water? In this work, the nature of citric acid:L-arginine:water mixtures was explored through

phase equilibria studies and spectroscopic analysis. In a first step, PC-SAFT was validated as a predictive

tool to model the water influence on the solid liquid equilibria (SLE) of the DES reline using the

individual-component approach. Hence, activity coefficients in the ternary systems citric acid:L-arginine:water

and respective binary combinations were studied and compared using ePC-SAFT. It was observed that the

water-free mixtures citric acid:L-arginine showed positive deviation from Raoult’s law, while upon addition of

water strong negative deviation from Raoult’s law was found, yielding melting depressions around 100 K.

Besides these strong interactions, pH was found to become acidic (pH = 3.5) upon water addition, which

yields the formation of charged species ([H2Cit]� and [L-arg]+). Thus, the increased interactions between the

molecules upon water addition might be caused by several mechanisms such as hydrogen bonding or ionic

forces, both being induced by water. For further investigation, the liquid mixtures citric acid:L-arginine:water

were studied by FTIR and NMR spectroscopy. FTIR spectra disproved a possible solubility enhancement

caused by salt formation between citric acid and L-arginine, while NMR spectra supported the formation of a

hydrogen bonding network different from the binary systems citric acid:water and L-arginine:water. Either

being a DES or other type of non-ideal solution, the liquefaction of the studied systems is certainly caused by

a water-mediator effect based on the formation of charged species and cross interactions between the

mixture constituents.

Introduction

First defined by Abbott,1 deep eutectic solvents/systems (DES)
are commonly described as mixtures of two or more compo-
nents. The hydrogen-bonding interactions lead to the formation
of a liquid with a lower freezing/melting temperature than the
pure constituents.2–5 This concept was also expanded for

mixtures with glass transition temperatures instead of melting
points, being called Low-Transition-Temperature-Mixtures
(LTTMs).6 They have emerged as highly promising systems to
be used in several applications due to their versatility and
potentially green and sustainable character.2–6

Water is recognized as a universal solvent due to its ability in
establishing hydrogen-bonding interactions with the solute. In
fact ‘‘no other molecule has the hydrogen-bonding potential of
water’’.7 Due to this strong capacity in forming hydrogen
bonds, either as hydrogen-bond acceptor or donor, the influence
of water on the development of new solvent classes, as the DES,
has been explored. Ackhar and co-workers presented a review
summarizing some of the studies involving the influence of
water in DES, up to 2018. Most of the works reported similar
conclusions. Overall, the addition of water to DES up to 50 wt%
maintained their original intermolecular network, even after
incorporation of water hydrogen-bonds.8 However, above certain
amounts, water can solvate the isolated compounds, disrupting
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the DES supramolecular complex and forming an aqueous
solution.8–12 More recent studies also support these findings
and further suggest the formation of water-based DES, accom-
panied by a much deeper melting depression upon water addi-
tion compared to the water-free systems.13,14 While these studies
are all based on choline chloride-based DES, they highlight the
importance of characterizing the water influence on other DES,
opening the possibility to include water in the DES preparation
as a starting material rather than a solvent.

Recently, mixtures of citric acid : L-arginine : water of mole
ratios 1 : 1 : 4, 1 : 1 : 5, 1 : 1 : 6, 1 : 1 : 7, 2 : 1 : 7, 2 : 1 : 8, 2 : 1 : 9 were
reported as new DES,15,16 given their low water amounts,
between 15 to 25 weight percent. Although the authors named
these mixtures as DES, given the complexity of these systems
and the presence of water, other possibilities may be considered.
Is the water acting as a solvent, forming a regular aqueous
solution? Are the citric acid and L-arginine forming a salt? The
nature of these mixtures was explored by state-of-the-art para-
meters commonly used to define thermodynamic properties and
the intermolecular interactions of the DESs.17

In this regard, solid–liquid equilibria (SLE) studies are an
important tool as they can provide information about the
composition, temperature range and intermolecular interac-
tions responsible for the solid–liquid phase transitions.
Namely, the melting temperatures and the activity coefficients
of a certain mixture allow to evaluate if they present a negative
deviation from ideality (Raout’s law).18–21 From this, the activity
coefficients translate the cross-interactions affinity between the
constituents of the mixture, evaluating their ‘predisposition’ to
cross-interact. Perturbed-Chain Statistical Associating Fluid
Theory (PC-SAFT) is an equation-of-state-based model that
can be applied in modelling the SLE of mixtures considering
hard-chain fluids as a reference.18–22 In addition to the short-
range interactions considered in PC-SAFT, electrolyte PC-SAFT
(ePC-SAFT) is a variant that also accounts for long-range inter-
actions promoted by charged species.23 Further, PC-SAFT was
considered to be highly accurate in a recent review comparing
several thermodynamic modelling techniques.22

Beyond the thermodynamic properties, the establishment
and type of intermolecular interactions responsible for the
liquefaction of these mixtures must be addressed. Fourier
transform infrared (FTIR) and nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) spectroscopy are commonly used for this purpose. FTIR
spectroscopy identifies the molecular functional groups of the
involved species by specific vibrational frequencies defined by
their dipole moment. Further, FTIR can be used to detect
intermolecular interactions because they change the dipole
moments of the involved functional groups, shifting the respec-
tive signals in the FTIR spectra.17,24,25 NMR spectroscopy can be
used to identify hydrogen bonding interactions or modifica-
tions through shifts in proton NMR spectra.26–28 Additionally,
information regarding intermolecular and spatial correlations
can be obtained through two-dimensional nuclear Overhauser
effect spectroscopy (2D NOESY) analysis.26

In the present work we characterized the SLE and other physico-
chemical properties of the ternary system citric acid:L-arginine:water

through the introduced techniques while presenting some limita-
tions of these tools towards distinction between a DES from a regular
solution.

Experimental
Chemicals

Citric acid monohydrate [5949-29-1] (Z99.5% purity) was purchased
from PanReac AppliChem (Barcelona, Spain). L-Arginine [74-79-3]
(Z98% purity) was acquired from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO,
USA). The ternary mixtures of citric acid:L-arginine:water were
prepared by heating and stirring, as described by Santos et al.15

Deionized water was used for the preparation of these mixtures.
Anhydrous high purity nitrogen was used for DSC measurements.
Sodium hydroxide pellets (NaOH, 499% purity) [1310-73-2] and
hydrochloric acid 37% (HCl) [7647-01-0] were bought from Normax-
Chem (Marinha Grande, Portugal) and dimethyl sulfoxide-d6

(DMSO-d6, 99,96% D) [2206-27-1] from Eurisotop (St. Aubin,
France).

Methods

Fast scanning calorimetry (FSC). The melting properties (Tm

and DmH) of L-arginine were determined experimentally with a
Fast Scanning Calorimeter (FSC) (Mettler Toledo Flash DSC1
equipped with thin film chip sensor UFS1), where the thermal
decomposition before and during melting was avoided. The
experimental FSC method of L-arginine is in accordance to the
measurement strategy for other amino acids and dipeptides,
where the detailed description of the experimental FSC method
has been given previously.29,30

The crystallized sample L-arginine was heated with high
scanning rates, b varying from 2000 K s�1 to 10000 K s�1

without sample degradation. The onset temperature of melting
peak for scanning rates, Tm(b), is shown in Fig. 1 (top), where
the melting temperature of L-arginine was defined at zero
heating rate, i.e. Tm,arg = Tm(b - 0), taking into consideration
the thermal lag and possible super-heating.31,32 Fig. 1 (bottom)
shows the enthalpy DH of the melting peak of L-arginine with
respect to sample mass, m0. The melting enthalpy of L-arginine
is denoted as the slope of the linear fit through zero, regardless
of the scanning rates.29,30,33,34 The experimentally determined
melting properties of L-arginine in this work are summarized in
Table 1.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). The pure compo-
nents and the ternary mixtures of citric acid:L-arginine:water
were analysed through DSC.

DSC Q200 from TA Instruments Inc. was used to determine
the melting temperature of citric acid. The sample was sealed
in an aluminium hermetic pan/lid, and it was submitted to
two cooling/heating cycles between 183 and 473 K, at a rate of
10 K min�1, at a nitrogen at flow rate of 50 mL min�1. The
thermal analysis of the ternary mixture citric acid:L-
arginine:water was made using the same method. The thermic
events were acquired through the TA Universal Analysis 2000
(4.7.0.2) software.
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Solid–liquid equilibrium modelling. The solid–liquid equili-
brium of the mixtures was calculated through the thermodynamic
simplified eqn (1):

xLi ¼
1

gLi
� exp �DmH

RT
1� T

Tm

� �� �
(1)

Eqn (1) allows calculating the solubility of the component
i in the liquid phase xL

i at specified temperature T, considering
its activity coefficient gL

i , its melting enthalpy DmH and its
melting temperature Tm and the universal gas constant
R (8.314 J mol�1 K�1).

For the SLE modelling of the ternary mixtures reline:water
and citric acid:L-arginine:water, eqn (1) was resolved to T,

to predict the influence of water addition in the melting
temperature of the ternary mixtures at fixed ratios of ChCl : urea
(reline) or citric acid:L-arginine. The melting properties used in
this work are summarized in Table 1.

PC-SAFT or ePC-SAFT was applied for the determination of
the activity coefficients (gi), using the following equations:

gi ¼
ji

j0i

(2)

lnji ¼
mresi

RT
� lnðZÞ (3)

where j0i and ji represent the fugacity coefficients of the pure
compound and of the component i in the mixture, respectively;
mres

i is the residual chemical potential of compound i and Z the
compressibility factor. Z and mres

i were derived from residual
Helmholtz energy, ares:

ares = ahc + adisp + aassoc + aion (4)

which considers the contribution of hard-chain fluid (ahc),
dispersive (adis), associative (aassoc) and ionic interactions (aion).
The determination of these interactions required PC-SAFT
parameters of the pure components; all the pure-component
parameters were available from literature and are listed in
Table 3. To describe mixtures, Berthelot–Lorenz combining
rules and Wolbach–Sandler mixing rules were applied among
all components. Binary parameters were applied in this work
according to eqn (5):

kij = ka
ij + kT

ij (T – 298.15 K) (5)

The binary parameters used in this work are listed in Table 4.
All kij parameters are temperature independent, except for the
binary ChCl:water. The kij used for the binary L-arginine:water
was fitted to the isoelectric point region38 but a different kij was
required to describe correctly the interactions between [L-argi-
nine]+ and water at pH 3.5. This was performed according
to previous works by solving dissociation equilibria and
solubility.39–41

pH measurements. The pH of liquid mixtures was measured
using an analogic pH meter (914 pH/Conductometer, model
2.914.0220, Metrohm), with a glass electrode coupled to a
temperature sensor (NTC) (6.0228.010, Metrohm). All measure-
ments were performed at room temperature.

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy. FTIR spectra was
recorded on a PerkinElmer Spectrum Two (Waltham, MA, USA)
with attenuated total reflection (ATR) in the Transmittance
mode and in a wavenumber range of 400–4000 cm�1.

Nuclear magnetic resonance. Proton nuclear magnetic reso-
nance (1H NMR) and 2D NOESY spectra were recorded on a
Bruker Avance III 400 spectrometer at 400 MHz. Spectra were
obtained from about 400 mL of each sample with 50 mL of
DMSO-d6. Chemical shifts are expressed in ppm. MestReNova
software (11.0.4-18998) was used for data analysis.

Fig. 1 (top) Extrapolated onset temperature of the melting peak of
L-arginine (arg) as function of heating rate. The melting temperature at
zero heating rate for arginine is Tm,arg = (558 � 7) K. (bottom) Enthalpy,
DH of arginine in respect to initial sample.

Table 1 Melting temperature and enthalpy of the pure components used
in this work

Compounds Tm (K) DmH (kJ mol�1) Ref.

Urea 405.8 13.61 35
ChCl 597 43.00 36
L-Arginine 558 � 7 25 � 3 This work
Citric acid 426.9 40.32a This worka 37

a The Tm was obtained experimentally while DmH was used from ref. 37.
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Results and discussion
Solid–liquid equilibria

FSC. The melting properties of L-arginine are required to
apply eqn (1). In the literature, some attempts have been made
to determine its melting properties;15,42 however, due to its
early degradation,43 it was not possible to determine accurate
values. In this work, the melting properties of L-arginine were
determined for the first time directly with FSC as Tm = (558� 7) K;
DmH = (25 � 3) kJ mol�1. This is only possible as FSC allows
the sample to reach the melting temperature with high heating
rate, without the thermal decomposition before and during
melting.

DSC. The melting properties determined in this work for the
pure components citric acid and L-arginine are summarized in
Table 1. The Tm obtained for citric acid (426.9 K) is in accordance
with data previously reported in literature by Meltzer et al.
(427.80 � 0.09 K)37 and Wilhoit et al. (426.05–428.15 K).44

Regarding the ternary mixtures of citric acid : L-arginine : water,
thermal events were acquired for ratios between 1 : 1 : 7 and 1 : 1 : 4
(molar). The mixtures have glass transition temperatures (Tg)
ranging from 217 to 238 K, respectively.

Moreover, the mixtures with higher water content (1 : 1 : 7
and 1 : 1 : 6) were found to have melting peaks of around 260 K.
This phenomenon did not occur for the mixtures with lower
water content (1 : 1 : 5 and 1 : 1 : 4).

Within the studied range of temperature and molar ratios, no
other thermal events were detected. Since no experimental Tm

values for the ternary mixtures could be obtained, it is not possible
to apply a thermodynamic correlation model (e.g. common activity
coefficient models) for SLE modelling. Thus, eqn (1) requires a
predictive model for the determination of activity coefficients.
PC-SAFT was used for this purpose. As quantitative validation is
impossible for citric acid:L-arginine:water, in a first step the SLE
for reline:water was predicted, for which experimental data is
available in literature.45

PC-SAFT validation for reline:water. The impact of water
addition on the melting temperature (Tm) of reline, the eutectic
composition of choline chloride (ChCl) and urea (1 : 2 molar
ratio), was experimentally studied by Meng et al.45 In the
present work, PC-SAFT was used to model the SLE using the
individual-component approach; that is, the three components
ChCl:urea:water were explicitly considered for modelling. The
pure-component parameters are available in the literature, see
Table 3. One binary parameter between ChCl and urea was
fitted in this work to match the composition of reline at the
eutectic temperature, listed in Table 4. As observed in Fig. 2,
PC-SAFT allows quantitatively predicting the decrease in the
melting temperature (DT) of reline upon addition of water;
the result is called ‘prediction’ as no parameter was adjusted to
the experimental data of the ternary mixture ChCl:urea:water.
This validates the use of PC-SAFT to predict the influence
of water on melting temperatures. Thus, the individual-
component approach within PC-SAFT is a powerful approach
to predict SLE for systems that lack experimental data, such as
for citric acid:L-arginine:water.

PC-SAFT modelling for citric acid:L-arginine:water. Prior to
the study of the ternary mixture citric acid:L-arginine:water, the
binary combinations of the three components were investigated.
In Fig. 3, it can be observed that the solubility of L-arginine in
water can be predicted accurately using PC-SAFT parameters for
the pure components from the literature and the new letting
properties from FSC. These parameters were not fitted to solu-
bility data; nevertheless, the comparison between the PC-SAFT
predictions and the experimental data regarding L-arginine
solubility in water46 is outstanding. Further, PC-SAFT allowed
accurately modelling the literature data for the solubility of citric
acid in water47,48 (Fig. 3) using one binary kij parameter as listed
in Table 4. The kij was adjusted to solubility data above 310 K, as
below this temperature citric acid crystallizes as hydrate.

The SLE of the binary mixture citric acid:L-arginine was
predicted with PC-SAFT using the parameters from Table 3
and the results are shown in Fig. 4. A qualitatively similar phase
behaviour to the mixture L-arginine:water can be observed for
citric acid:L-arginine, translating the low solubility of L-arginine
in both, citric acid and water. From these, the predicted
eutectic point of the mixture citric acid:L-arginine (w(citric acid)
B 0.96 with a Tm B 425.4 K) is almost equivalent to Tm of pure
citric acid (426.9 K). Moreover, the values of the activity
coefficients of citric acid and L-arginine in this mixture are

Fig. 2 Decrease of the melting temperature at the eutectic composition
of reline upon water addition. Symbols correspond to experimental data45

while the line corresponds to the PC-SAFT prediction results using the
melting properties from Table 1 and the PC-SAFT parameters from Tables
2 and 3. DT = 0 correspond to the binary mixture without water.

Table 2 Summary of the mixtures prepared with citric acid, L-arginine and
H2O, their ratio, physical state and pH

Mixture Molar ratio Physical state pH

Citric acid : L-arginine : H2O 0.1 : 1 : 7 White solid paste —
Citric acid : L-arginine : H2O 0.2 : 1 : 7 White solid paste —
Citric acid : L-arginine : H2O 0.5 : 1 : 7 Translucid liquid 4.76
Citric acid : L-arginine : H2O 1 : 1 : 7 Translucid liquid 3.58 � 0.15
Citric acid : H2O 1 : 7 Translucid liquid 0.46
Citric acid : H2O pH 3.5 1 : 7 White solid paste —
Citric acid : H2O pH 3.5 —a Translucid liquid 3.62
L-Arginine : H2O 1 : 7 White solid paste —
L-Arginine : H2O pH 3.5 —b Translucid liquid 3.43

a Diluted with H2O until a translucid liquid was obtained. b Diluted
with water and HCl until a translucid liquid at pH around 3.5 was
obtained.
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greater than one (Fig. 6, w(water) = 0), indicating rather weak
attractive cross-interactions between citric acid and L-arginine.
Besides, it presents a positive deviation from the ideal SLE
calculations (blue dashed line), strengthening the lack of
interactions between citric acid:L-arginine in a binary system.

The PC-SAFT prediction shown in Fig. 4 supports the fact
that a DES is not formed between citric acid and L-arginine.
Although experimental validation by DSC was not possible for
this binary system, it can be reported that this mixture was
prepared in the lab and it was found to be solid at room
temperature. This scenario changes upon water addition.

As reported by Santos et al. and Roda et al., ternary mixtures
of citric acid:L-arginine:water at certain compositions are liquid
at room temperature.15,16 In the present work, the SLE of these
mixtures was studied (Fig. 5).

The PC-SAFT predictions from Fig. 5 might not be quantita-
tively correct, since it was not possible to experimentally
determine the Tm. Nevertheless, as the model showed to
qualitatively predict the DT for reline upon water addition
(Fig. 2), a qualitatively correct prediction of the SLE using
PC-SAFT is expected also for modelling the water influence
on the mixture of citric acid:L-arginine:water. Hence, PC-SAFT
was used to model the DT of the system citric acid : L-arginine
(at 1 : 1 molar composition) upon water addition. As observed in
Fig. 5, there is a pronounced decrease of DT with water addition
to the system citric acid : L-arginine. In comparison to the
binary citric acid:L-arginine, there is a Tm reduction of about
100 K for the ternary mixture of citric acid : L-arginine : water
1 : 1 : 7 (molar, w(water) = 0.78). This deep reduction in Tm could
be compliable with the formation of a DES, but it might also be
just the formation of a regular solution, which will be discussed
in the following paragraphs.

Table 3 Pure-component parameters used for PC-SAFT modelling. The
pure-component parameters of ChCl, urea, and L-arginine were fitted to
experimental data of their aqueous solutions in the mentioned references
by using the pure-component parameters of water as listed here. Thus,
such parameters are not independent of each other; this explains the use
of these parameters without further considering changes or improvements
within this manuscript

Compound si (Å) ui/kB mseg
i eAiBi/kB kAiBi

NHBD/
NHBA Ref.

Urea 2.4456 368.2302 4.244115 3068.31 0.0010 1/1 35
ChCl 2.3678 228.0702 13.01519 8000.00 0.2000 1/1 66
Water 2.7927a 353.9449 1.204659 2425.67 0.04509 1/1 67
L-Arginineb 2.6572 349.7065 9.90818 2555.45 0.03926 3/1 38
Citric acidb 2.7230 227.1800 8.54600 2488.00 0.04400 4/4 20

a Temperature-dependent segment diameter used according to ref. 67.
b Pure-component parameters of their charged species set equal to the
neutral molecules.

Table 4 Binary parameters applied in PC-SAFT modelling

Binary pair ka
ij kT

ij Ref.

Reline (ChCl:urea) �0.045 — This work
ChCl:water �0.05838 0.0001 66
Urea:water �0.0438 — 35
L-Arginine:water �0.0145 — 38
[L-Arginine]+:water �0.045 — This work
Citric acid:water �0.11 — This work
L-Arginine:citric acid — — —

Fig. 3 Solubility data of L-arginine in water (triangles46) and of citric acid
in water (squares;47 circles48). Symbols correspond to experimental data
while the lines correspond to PC-SAFT modelling results using the melting
properties from Table 1 and the PC-SAFT parameters from Tables 2 and 3.
w represents the mole fraction.

Fig. 4 PC-SAFT modelling of the SLE for the binary mixtures L-arginine:-
water (green line) and L-arginine:citric acid (orange line) using the melting
properties from Table 1 and the PC-SAFT parameters from Tables 2 and 3.
The dashed blue line represents the ideal SLE of L-arginine:citric acid based
on eqn (1).

Fig. 5 PC-SAFT prediction of the influence of water on Tm (expressed as
DT) upon water addition to the mixture citric acid : L-arginine 1 : 1 (molar),
using the melting properties from Table 1 and the PC-SAFT parameters
from Tables 2 and 3. Orange line: DT for the solubility of citric acid in the
mixture; green line: DT for the solubility of L-arginine in the mixture. DT = 0
corresponds to the binary mixture without water. Data from Table S1 (ESI†).
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The PC-SAFT predictions shown in Fig. 3 and 5 (binary and
ternary mixtures containing water, L-arginine, citric acid)
assumed presence of only neutral species; charges were
neglected, as application of eqn (1) requires that the same
species are present in the solid or liquid state. However, the pH
of the mixture and the pKa of the molecules define their charge,
which can deeply influence interactions and solubility beha-
viour. When both, L-arginine and citric acid are mixed with
water, different pH values and thus, different species will occur.
Fig. S1 (ESI†) shows the molecular species of citric acid or
L-arginine expected to be present according to pH. Considering
the case of the mixture citric acid : L-arginine : water 1 : 1 : 7
molar ratio, the measured pH was about 3.6 (Table 2). As
observed in Fig. S1 (ESI†),49 at this pH, the majority of L-
arginine molecules will be positively charged, [L-arginine]+;
whereas for citric acid a mixture of the dehydrogenated form,
[citrate]� and its neutral specie is expected. It is known that the
solubility of citric acid is only slightly affected by pH changes
(calculated using Advanced Chemistry Development (ACD/Labs)
Software V11.02 (r1994–2020 ACD/Labs)). However, the solubility
changes of L-arginine species from the isoelectric region (neutral
species) to pH values between 2 and 9 ([L-arginine]+) are more
significant and must be considered to describe more realistically
the interactions between [L-arginine]+, water and citric acid at
these pH values. This was accounted for by predicting activity
coefficients by ePC-SAFT. The pure-component parameters of the
charged species were inherited from the neutral molecules, and a
kij for the binary [L-arginine]+:water (Table 4) was adjusted accord-
ing to previous works by solving dissociation equilibria and
solubility.39–41 For [citrate]:water the kij was considered to be the
same as the neutral citric acid:water, given their similar behaviour
in terms of solubility. The results are shown in Fig. 6–8. Activity
coefficients equal to one correspond to an ideal behaviour while
negative (or positive) deviations translate into a higher (or lower)
interaction affinity between the constituents of the mixture,
respectively.

As observed in Fig. 6 the activity coefficients of citric acid
(gcit) in the ternary mixture gradually decrease upon water
addition. The decrease from gcit = 1.51 to values lower than 1,
namely for w(water) = 0.78 with a gcit = 0.19, highly emphasizes

the negative deviation of the mixture from Raoult’s law. For
[L-arginine]+, a positive and almost constant deviation from
ideality is observed for water molar ratios up to 0.71. Above this
water content, the activity coefficient of [L-arginine]+ (garg

+)
decreases pronouncedly, reaching negative deviation from
Raoult’s law when w(water) Z 0.78. The lower gcit in comparison
to garg

+ indicates a higher contribution of citric acid to the
melting depression of the mixture50 and a higher affinity to
establish cross-interactions in the mixture.

Until now, the results were discussed using a 1 : 1 molar ratio
of citric acid : L-arginine. The influence of water on the Tm of the
mixture might depend also on the ratio of citric acid:L-arginine.
Thus, the activity coefficient of citric acid in the ternary mixture
was also predicted for different L-arginine:citric acid ratios at
constant water contents (Fig. 7).

Analysing the scenario where water is added to pure citric
acid (w(L-arginine) = 0), there is a decrease of gcit for increasing
water amounts, with negative deviations from ideality (gcit o 1)
when w(water) 4 0.2. This situation is regularly explained by
water solvation effect. It is also observed that, at low water
content, the addition of L-arginine increases the activity coeffi-
cient of citric acid in the mixture, probably by inducing
competition between species. This behavior is less noticeable
as the w(water) increases up to 0.6 and changes significantly for
w(water) Z 0.7. At this water amount or higher, the gcit seems to
stabilize into an almost constant value for all the L-arginine
ratios in the mixture. Further, an even more distinct behavior
was observed for w(water) = 0.8, where the addition of L-arginine
seems to slightly favour the interactions of citric acid in the
mixture. For that water content, the garg

+ (Fig. 8) shows a positive
deviation from Raoult’s law for w(L-arginine)r 0.05, that shifts to
a negative deviation from ideality, when w(L-arginine) Z 0.1. This
emphasizes that the addition of L-arginine to the mixture citric
acid:L-arginine:water above a certain amount causes increased
cross interactions, but only at high water content. This is a non-
regular solution effect.

Interestingly, the mixtures of citric acid : L-arginine : water
previously reported to be liquid (1 : 1 : 4, 1 : 1 : 5, 1 : 1 : 6, 1 : 1 : 7,

Fig. 6 Activity coefficients of citric acid (green line) and [L-arginine]+

(orange line) when water is added to the mixture citric acid : L-arginine
1 : 1 (molar), predicted by ePC-SAFT using the parameters from Tables 2
and 3. Data from Table S2 (ESI†).

Fig. 7 Activity coefficients of citric acid in the mixture citric acid:L-
arginine:water, at different relative molar fraction of L-arginine with
respect to citric acid and constant water molar ratios. Circles: w(water) =
0.8; squares: w(water) = 0.7; triangles: w(water) = 0.6; inverted triangles:
w(water) = 0.5; rhombi: w(water) = 0.2; pentagons: w(water) = 0.01.
PC-SAFT results listed in Tables S3–S8 (ESI†).
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2 : 1 : 7, 2 : 1 : 8, 2 : 1 : 9 mol ratios15,16) correspond to water molar
contents between 0.7 and 0.8, which coincide within the range
where this ‘non-regular’ behavior was detected. Moreover, the
lowest gcit values predicted by the ePC-SAFT model and respec-
tive ratios, are in accordance with the formation of liquid phase
mixtures at the ratios previously reported and herein explored.

Despite the possibility that the mixture citric acid:L-
arginine:water might be a solution rather than a DES, the
‘non-regular’ behaviour observed for the activity coefficients
within the only ratios reported to form a homogenous liquid
phase has not yet been explained. It is certain that the liquid
state is stabilized by water mediation, but also preponderantly
influenced by the citric acid and L-arginine contents. Still, the
type of network interactions responsible for this phenomenon
are not known. Thus, from these data and the ePC-SAFT
prediction alone it is not possible to postulate the type of
mixture formed (DES, solution, salt), as different scenarios
might fit the results presented.

Given the complexity of these systems and the impossibility
to measure the SLE, spectroscopy analysis was additionally
performed to further characterize the mixtures and to better
understand their nature.

Physicochemical analysis

Aiming to complement the investigation on the nature of the
mixtures citric acid:L-arginine:water, several binary and ternary
mixtures involving these components were prepared for com-
parison and analysed through spectroscopic techniques. The
mixture citric acid:L-arginine:water 1 : 1 : 7 (mol) was chosen as
a model to compare with aqueous solutions of citric acid or
L-arginine, in the same ratio or at the same pH (around 3.5) of
the ternary mixture.

Furthermore, ternary mixtures with increasing citric acid
molar ratio from 0.1 to 1 were prepared and analysed by FTIR;
those that were liquid were also analysed by NMR in order to
evaluate the role of citric acid in the mixture. The mixtures
prepared, their ratios, physical state and pH are reported in
Table 2.

From the ternary mixtures tested, it was observed that only
the ones with citric acid molar ratios Z0.5 formed translucid

liquids, with pH o 7. Since the pH alone might be the reason
for the solubility increase of L-arginine in water, a mixture of
the same ratio of L-arginine : water (1 : 7) was prepared and
acidified with HCl rather than citric acid, to identify the role
of pH. It was observed that this mixture did not lead to the
formation of a liquid at room temperature, neither before nor
after acidification. The other way around was also evaluated:
changing the pH of the binary citric acid : water 1 : 7 (translucid
liquid at pH 0.5) to pH = 3.5 using NaOH instead of L-arginine
caused the formation of a white solid paste at room tempera-
ture. These observations support that the liquid formation is
not only a function of pH, but it is additionally influenced by
the involving species. In this case, the mixture of L-arginine and
citric acid in the presence of water seems to have unique
properties in addition to pH to promote their liquefaction.
One possibility could be complexation of the oppositely
charged species [H2Cit]� and [Arg]+ (Fig. S1, ESI†) in water
yielding a salt that might have higher water solubility than the
non-charged precursor molecules. Hence, this hypothesis was
addressed in the following FTIR section.

FTIR. The functional groups of pure citric acid and L-arginine
were identified, and the respective stretching and bending
vibrations were assigned as summarized in Tables S1151–55 and
S1251,56–58 (ESI†). The most important changes in the vibrations
of the mixtures from Table 2 in comparison to the pure compo-
nents are represented in the spectra of Fig. 9. Furthermore, the
chemical structure of the pure components and their variation
with pH is represented in Fig. S2 (ESI†). In the spectra of all
mixtures under investigation, the water contribution can be
identified by the broadening of the band regions between
3000–3500, 1500–1800 and 500–900 cm�1. Nonetheless, it is
possible to identify the peaks of L-arginine and citric acid. In
the L-arginine powder form, two sharp peaks corresponding to
the guanidine and primary amine groups can be distinguished at
3302 cm�1 and 3357 cm�1, respectively. When water is added
(L-arginine : water 1 : 7, Fig. 9b), a broader peak is observed for
the guanidine amines due to their transition to the delocalized
charge state. At pH 3.5 (Fig. 9c), the primary amine is also charged
causing the amine peaks to overlap around 3323 cm�1. Addition-
ally, the O–H stretching of L-arginine in its pure form (3057 cm�1,
Fig. 9a) shifts to higher frequencies due to the establishment of
hydrogen bonding interactions with the surrounding media
(Fig. 9b–d). Regarding citric acid, the most important vibrations
are from the O–H and CQO stretching of the carboxylic groups,
centred at 3297 and 1719 cm�1, respectively. When mixed with
water at pH 3.5, the O–H vibrations are broadened and shifted,
and the maximum is at 3340 cm�1.

Comparing the citric acid : water and L-arginine : water mix-
tures at a pH = 3.5 with the ternary system of citric acid : L-
arginine : water 1 : 1 : 7, it is possible to observe a combined
contribution of the same O–H and N–H stretching peaks
(Fig. 9c–e, dashed lines). This was also observed for the other
analysed ratios of citric acid:L-arginine:water (Fig. S3, ESI†). If
the liquids formed by the combination of citric acid, L-arginine
and water were promoted by the ionic complexation of [H2Cit]�

and [Arg]+, the dipole moments of those functional groups

Fig. 8 Activity coefficients of [L-arginine]+ (circles) and citric acid
(squares) in the mixture citric acid:L-arginine:water, at a w(water) = 0.8
and different relative molar ratios of L-arginine with respect to citric acid.
PC-SAFT results listed in Tables S3 and S9 (ESI†).
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would be changed. However, different vibrations in the FTIR
spectra were not observed, refuting the salt formation
hypothesis.

To sum up, the liquid is neither a case of salt formation nor
exclusively induced by the acidic pH value. Thus, other L-arginine:-
citric acid interactions mediated by water must be the reason for
the deep melting point depression of the ternary system, probably
H-bonding interactions. This was further explored by NMR
analysis.

NMR. Aiming to investigate the nature of the mixtures citric
acid:L-arginine:water, 1H and NOESY NMR were performed.
Only liquid mixtures were considered for comparison. In these
context, the 1H spectra for the aqueous solutions of the pure
components at pH = 3.5 and the citric acid : water 1 : 7 mixture
were compared with the ternary systems of citric acid : L-argi-
nine : water 1 : 1 : 7 and 0.5 : 1 : 7 (Fig. 10).

For the system L-arginine:water at pH = 3.5, it was possible to
identify the protons from water and most of the protons of the
L-arginine’s amine and alkyl groups (Fig. 10e); whereas for the

citric acid : water at pH = 3.5 or at the molar ratio 1 : 7 it was
only possible to detect the alkyl groups and a contribution of
the OH-group protons overlapped with the protons from water.
This influence of the OH group was attributed due to the
downfield shift of the concentrated solution of citric acid
(1 : 7 molar) (5.79 ppm, Fig. 10b) in comparison to its diluted
solution at pH 3.5 (4.79 ppm, Fig. 10a). Interestingly, the same
peak (5.79 ppm) appears in the case of the ternary mixture
1 : 1 : 7 (Fig. 10c), but it is broader. Further, it has a second peak
at 5.20 ppm, also appearing in the ternary system 0.5 : 1 : 7.
Given that the only difference from the samples of Fig. 10b to c
was the addition of L-arginine, the appearance of a new peak is
certainly caused by hydrogen-bonding interactions with the L-
arginine molecules, in addition to the ones between citric acid
and water. Regarding the broadening-effect observed for the
ternary mixtures in comparison to the binary solutions, it
might be related to the samples’ high viscosity. According to
Stokes–Einstein–Debye law, high viscosity mixtures lead to
slower rotational molecular diffusion59–62 and longer T2 relaxa-
tion times.63,64 These translate into broader NMR peaks, as
previously reported for viscous DES mixtures.65

Moreover, in the NOESY spectra of the system citric acid :
L-arginine : water 1 : 1 : 7 there are cross peaks between the
protons from the citric acid alkyl groups and the protons of
L-arginine chemical groups (Fig. 11) that may indicate spatial

Fig. 10 1H NMR spectra of (a) citric acid : H2O pH = 3.5; (b) citric acid :
H2O 1 : 7; (c) citric acid : L-arginine : H2O 1 : 1 : 7; (d) citric acid : L-arginine :
H2O 0.5 : 1 : 7; (e) L-arginine : H2O pH = 3.5. The functional groups of the
protons detected were identified and numbers attributed according to the
respective chemical structures (see species distribution in Fig. S2, ESI†).

Fig. 9 FTIR spectra of (a) pure L-arginine (orange line); (b) L-arginine : H2O
1 : 7 mol (light blue line); (c) L-arginine : H2O pH = 3.5 (green line); (d) citric
acid : L-arginine : H2O 1 : 1 : 7 mol (red line); (e) citric acid : H2O 1 : 7 mol
(brown line); (f) pure citric acid (dark blue line). ‘‘s’’ and ‘‘b’’ refer to
stretching and bending vibrations, respectively. Numbers attributed
according to the chemical structures from Fig. S2 (ESI†).
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correlation. Similar correlations were observed for the mixture
0.5 : 1 : 7 (Fig. S4, ESI†). This may support that in addition to the
expected interactions between H2O–H2O, citric acid–H2O, citric
acid–citric acid, L-arginine–H2O and L-arginine–L-arginine,
further citric acid–L-arginine and/or mutual interactions
between the three components might occur. However, given
that the cross peaks are in the same phase as the diagonal
peaks (positive, red peaks), this might also be a case of spin
diffusion due to the high viscosity. Still, since viscosity is a
direct cause of mixing the three components, it is highly
probable that they are spatially close and interacting. Combined
with the evidence from 1H NMR analysis that there is a change in
the hydrogen bonding network when citric acid and L-arginine
are mixed with water in comparison to their independent water
solutions, these findings might be compliable with the for-
mation of a supramolecular network, which is characteristic
from DES. To properly address the interactions-network between
the components that allowed to form the liquid ternary mixtures,
dynamic molecular studies would have to be performed. Addi-
tionally, magic-angle spinning (MAS) NMR has recently been
described as a good technique to overcome some of the conven-
tional NMR limitations in the characterization of viscous mix-
tures, like DES.65 This MAS NMR technique also allows to
analyse and compare both liquid and solid mixtures, which, in
the field of DES, might be highly useful in understanding those
interactions between the involved molecules that are responsible
for the mixture liquefaction.

Still, from our findings, it is noticeable that the interactions
between the water molecules and the functional groups of citric
acid and L-arginine, namely, amine, carboxyl and hydroxyl
groups may play a major role in establishing those interactions.

Conclusions and final remarks

The ternary mixtures of citric acid:L-arginine:water previously
reported in the literature as DES, have been questioned as

whether or not they are regular solutions due to the water
present in their composition. This work shows that these
mixtures are prone to strong non-ideal behaviour induced by
water addition. Water has a bifunctional role as it causes acidic
environment (formation of charged species) and it acts as
hydrogen-bonding mediator for the L-arginine and citric acid.
As the phase behaviour depends on the ratio of the mixture’s
constituents, the thermodynamic model ePC-SAFT was used as
a qualitative predictive model to predict the influence of water
on the SLE. This prediction tool is particularly useful as it was
not possible to obtain experimental SLE data for the system,
due to decomposition, slow melting or to ultra-low melting
points. Within this context, the influence of water on citric
acid:L-arginine mixtures was studied in terms of SLE and
activity coefficients. Novel melting properties of L-arginine were
first determined through FSC, as this was required for SLE
modelling. ePC-SAFT predicted a transition from positive to
negative deviation from Raoult’s law upon addition of water
to citric acid:L-arginine at certain ratios. This rendered an
estimated deep decrease in the Tm of these mixtures upon
water addition as well as increased intermolecular interactions.
Furthermore, the hypothesis of salt formation and pH influence
to explain the deep decrease of Tm were explored. However, both
could be contradicted (by pH control measurements without
either citric acid or L-arginine and by the FTIR analysis). Finally,
the formation of an altered hydrogen-bonding network was
confirmed by NMR spectroscopy. The observed non-ideal beha-
viour of the mixture and the hydrogen-bonding formation in the
mixture are consistent with (i) the hypothesis of DES formation
and (ii) the occurrence of strong non-ideal solvation of the citric
acid and L-arginine species in water. In this scenario (considering
the high potential of water to establish hydrogen-bonding inter-
actions) it is challenging to distinguish between non-ideal solva-
tion and DES formation. Both phenomena are mainly promoted
by hydrogen-bonding interactions between the constituents,
causing a depression on the melting temperatures. To the best
of our knowledge, the only difference reported in the literature
that differentiates a DES from a regular solution is the structural
network organization. Whereas DES are recognized by the supra-
molecular complexes formed between its constituents, aqueous
solutions are considered when solvation of the isolated compo-
nents occurs.8–14 Thus, if distinguishable within the available
state-of-the-art tools, this would only be possible by molecular
dynamic simulations as activity-coefficient analyses rely on non-
local spatially-averaged properties. Still, from the present work,
important features of the ternary systems were characterized, and
the crucial bifunctional role of water was postulated (formation of
charged species and mediated hydrogen-bonded interactions
between citric acid and L-arginine). Therefore, either a DES or a
non-ideal aqueous solution, these ternary mixtures have new
properties and might be considered as independent systems from
conventional solvents.

In sum, it was shown that despite meeting the definition for
a DES, still such definition is not sharp enough for complex
aqueous mixtures and other liquid-based mixtures, as the
current concepts of solvation and DES formation overlap.

Fig. 11 2D NOESY spectra of the mixture citric acid : L-arginine : H2O
1 : 1 : 7 mol. The functional groups of the protons identified are aligned
with the respective peaks.
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For this reason, this work aims to instigate the scientific
community in investing in the study of this type of mixtures
while seeking for additional tools that may contribute to a
comprehensive characterization and understanding of their
nature.
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